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FREFACE

The investigation of frontogenesia in a three-

dimensional linea.r veloei ty field was com;,:enced in the
fall of 1947 at the U. S. Naval Postgraduate School in
partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree
of Master of Science.
The two-dimensiona.l development of frontogenesis
by

Petteresen (5,6) aroused the desire to visualize and

to attempt to portray what would occur in an extension
of his definition of frontogenesis into three dimensions.
This paper covers the main essentials in the development.
Time limitations have prevented a more exhaustive
investigation.
The author wishes to express his appreciation for
general guidance to Professor W. D. Duthie, and for
assistance by the staffs of t::e departments of Aerological
Engineering and

Uathell~ti8s

School.

(11)
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I.

nr.rRODUCTION

The first available source of information on
£rontogenesis is by Bergeron (1).

He gives a limited

treatment of the deformation field only, in three
dimensions.

Bjerknes (2) later treats the case of the

deformation field in twodimenslons.

The first full

treatment of trontogenesis is given by Petterssen (,.6).
Hie treatment is limited to two dimensions, however.
This paper is a generalization of

~he

two-

dimensional theory of frontogenesis in a linear velocity
field as developed by Petterssen (,).
The most general homogeneous linear velocity field
in three dimensions contains nine constants to describe
the motions of translation, divergence, deformation, and
rotation.

The two-dimensional specialization of the

general case oontains five constants to desoribe the same

the following:
(1)

The surface for which t is equal to zero, if it

exists, is an elliptic cona with vertex at the origin of
the coordinate system.
(2)

The wind field, as desoribed by the nine constants

mentioned above, determines whether or not the surface for

ti\

which f equals zero will exist.

If it does exist, oertain

of these constants determine just what the shape, size,
and orientation of the oonical sectors ?lill be.

(3)

If the direction of the gradient of property

being considered lies (a) within the trontogenetical
seotor, (b) on the surface for which f equals zero, or
(c) outside the frontogenetioal sector. there will take
place (a) frontogenesis, (b) no ohange, or (c) frontolysis,
respectively.
The conservative property used in this paper 1s potential
temperature whose eqUipotential surfaces are nearly
and whose gradient is nearly vertical.

horizontal

Instability oan

cause the gradient of property to depart from the

ve~tioal.

An application of the theory of frontogenesis is made
in each ot the following types ot wind systems observed in
the free atmosphere:
and wedges.

cols, cyclones, anticyclones, troughs.

In each of these cases only the normal situation

is treated in this paper.
a

co~

It is found that in the case of

with conveotion at its center frontolysis

wi~l

occur

at the center. while in a 001 With subsidenoe at its center
frontogenosie will occur at the center.

In the case of a

cyolone with convection at its center and attendant inflow
in the horizontal plane frontolysis will take place at the
center.

In an anticyclone with subsidence at its center

and attendant outflow in the horizontal plane frontogenesis
will

ta~e

place at the center. Troughs and wedges in this

(2)

paper are considered as. special cases of cyclones and
anticyclones, respectively.

Frontogenesis or frontolysis

occurs ae is indicated for the cyclones or anticyclones,

it the direction of the gradient of property is assumed
nearly vertical.
Variations in the frontogenet1csl effect can occur
in the above Bvstems in the area around the centers of
the systems where marked convection or Bubsidence can
cause the direction of the gradient of property to
depart from the vertical.

(3)

I I.

1.

LINEAR FIELDS OF YOTIOB.

Linear Vector Function ot Position.
For. the velocity,

I, the linear vector funotion of

position can be written as
In Cartesian coordinates this becomes
U. + X o. + ~ U'J + Z UC
CTo + ~ tr" + 'j CT'j + 2. U"ito
a
w ur. + X ur" + 'j W-, + ~ w-...
U :I

(1-2)

"=

This development follows that ot Prandtl and TietJens
(7) and is glven in eeotlon 1 of J.ppendix I.

The equations above detine the velooity field in the
vioinity of a point where the seoond order and higher
terms ot the tellor aeriee are negligible as compared to
the linear terms.
2.

The Equations ot Linear Fields of Rotion.
The equations (1-2) are transformed in section 2 of

Appendix I eo that the equations of linear fields of motion

are
(2-1 )

o=

00 +

lJ".

U"o T

ur"

lIJ"o

A x. + 0 ~ + E. f
6 ~ - o}(. + f' &:

+ C~ - £)(. - r j ,

or. rewriting,
(A+B+C)X. -(8+C')x + DCj +cE:
U",. U"o + (A "" 8 + C ) ~ - ( A + C ) 'j - 0 l( + ~ 2.
ur= W"o + ( A + B + C) z: - ( A or B) i! - E.)(. - f" ~ ,
lJ ... Uo ....

(4)

where:

,vo ,w o are the constants ot translation; (A+B+C)

Uo

is the constant ot divergence; (B+C), (A+C), (A+B) are the
constants of deformation; D,E,F are the constants

or

rotation; end A,B,C are the constants of extension along
the x,y,a axes, respectively.

3. Streamlines.
~

streamline is a line tor which the tangent at any

point gives the direction of the fluid motion at that
point.

The equations of section 2 will be discussed in terms
of the streamlines for convenience.
equations

or

The differential

the streamlines are

(3-1)

These equations will be used to stUdy, first, the separate
components of translation, divergence, deformation, and
rotatioD, end then the general

CBBe

in which all of the

components are included.

4.

Translation Field.
Oonsidering only the component ot translation of

equations (2-2), solutions of the differential equations

give
)(- 1<. ':f - Kt. ~-I(s
--:.--=--

(4-1)

where

0..

Uo

'va

'W o

c.ro

ufo

ere the direction numbers of a family ot

straight, parallel streamlines through the points
determined

by

the arbitrary constants

a reotilinear field of motion.

K. ,K~

,K 3

•

This is

;.

Divergenoe Field.
Considering the oomponent ot divergenoe only,

solutions of the differential equations give
1(4K=K$"'j=I(,,~.

(,-1)

The streamlines are straight. radial lines emanating
from the origin of the coordinate system.

Mathematically.

tbe origin is a source of fluid if the divergence is
positive, and it is a sink for the fl.uid i f the divergence
i8 negative (convergence).

These CBses are (~+B+C)

greater than. or les8 than. zero, respectively.
In this paper, divergence reters to mass divergence
which can express itself only as a change in the fluid
density.

In the two-dimensional case as presented by

Stewart (8), the divergenoe is a "velocity" divergenoe
where the third dimension acts as the source or sink of
fluid, and where the mass divergence is equal to zero.
Such a velocity divergence is represented as the threedimensional deformation field.

6. Deformation Field.
If only the component of deformation is considered,

solutions of the differential equations are
+YA,'

X

where

- (5+ c) = A
... (A+C)" B
-(A+8)c:C

(6)

= 1<8 ~

- Y'&'

since

A~B+C

equals

ze~o.

Choose axes so that A is always

positive, B is always negative, and
or negative.

a

1s either positive

Let this sign convention be denoted as
As +A'

8= - 6'
C == ±

c' .

711i8 convention causes the x axis to be an axis ot

dilatation, the y axis to be an axis of contraction, and
the z axis to be an axis of dilatation 1f'
and an axis of contraction it

at

ot

is positive

is negative.

When At

and Cf are positive. with!· negative. this causes the xz
plane to be a plane ot outflow and the y axis an axis of
inflow.

When

~t

is positive with B' and a'negative,

this causes the yz plane to be a plane ot inflow and the
x axis an axis ot outflow.

In epplying the above solutions,

or the general solutions that follow, to actual examples,
it 1s necessary to follow this sign convention established
in ortier that succeeding developments will apply.

From the above solutions it is seen that two streamline pa.tterns can be obtained depending on the sign of 0 1 •

If 0' 18 positive (negative) the streamline pattern will
be similar to that shown intigure 1 (2).

Positive

(negative) O· represents outtlow (inflow) along the z
axis, with outflow along the x axis and inflow along the
yaxis.

Her C' positive (negative), this 18 the

deforxnat:1on a sphere 'Would undergo in ohanging into an
oblate (prolate) spheroid.

Reter to tigure 3.

y

x

F/(;UR£

(8)

1.

F'l;VR£ 2.

x

y

F,GUR£

.3.

(u,)

7. Rotation Field.
Considering only the component of rotation, solutions
of the differential equations
:2

(7-1)

2.

2.

2-

~re

Fx- £

X + 'j + i!: = K10

Cj + 0 ~ ::.

K..

where K '0 is greater than It II for streamlines to exist.

A

simultaneous solution of these equations gives a family
of circular streamlines all with a common axis of rotation
defined by the direction numbers F,-R,D.

8.

The General Field.
In order to sol'Ve the differential equations when

all the components, except translation. are oonsidered it
is necessary to make the equations exact.

There exIst

multipliers such that the numerstors are constant multiples
of the differentials of their respective denominators.
'1'he'.e mul tiplss a re de signated

P, ' f2. ,. Fs.

They are the

rooteo! a cubic equation, and as Buch there may be all
real"roots or one real root and two conjugate complex

roots.

Thiederivation is due to Ford (3) and will be

found in Appendix II.
For the case of all real roote the solution is
(8-1)

where

III t.nz.t.n.~

terms only_

are linear functions of

x.,..z

with real

A simultaneous solution of these equations"

gives skew space curves for the streamlines similar to

those shown in figure 4.

The sign convention of section

6 applies here to the oblique planes and axes. For At
(11 )

i!

,

y

y'

FI(; URE

( 12)

4.

and

ot positive with B' negative, the xz plane i8 a plane

of dilatation; the x'z' plane is a plane ot outflow; the
y axis is an axie ot contraction; and the y' axis is an
axis of inflow.

For Ar poe! tive with .B t and Ot negative,

the yz plane 1s a plane of oontraction; the Y'z t plane ie
a plane of intlow; the x axis is an axis of dilatation;

and the x' axis is an axis of outflow.
For the case of imaginary roots, it 1s shown in the
Appendix that the solution is of the form
,(8-2)

.if ,Q." ill=- .11\
k

f,

~~.nl=

1(........

~ ~ [( cx+e'j+e;t~tof-

OJ\-C -In.Yl

(d x + t"j . . h~)~J

dJ< ... +~ + h=c
cx+e~+~r

where .fl., is a linear function of x,y,z withreal terms
only.

A simultaneous solution of these equations gives

skew space curves ot a general helical, or spiral, shape.

Refer to :figure ,.

x

\

FIGURE

( 14)

S.

III. FRONTOGENESIS IN GENERAL.

9-

~fin1tion

of Frontogenesis.

The definition of frontogenesis as given
Petterssen (5) will be used.

by

Essentially, it is the

time rate of change of the gradient of a conservative
property which can be written

f,.:Jt.t Iv 51.

(9-1 )

Petterseenhas developed this definition further,
so that it becomes

10.

Frontogenesis in Linear Fields of Motion.
When equation (9-2) is applied to the equations

for linear fields of motion (2-1), the following
equations result:
(10-1)
(10-2)

f =-lvsl[A 1'1-+ 6m%+C...,2]
f= I S\[CB+C)i'2..j.(A-+c)m + (A+6)l'\2._
2

V

(A+B+C)]

where l,m,n are the direction cosines of the gradient
of property.

The intermediate steps in the derivation

are given 1n Api.endix III.

These equationu show that

the frontogenetical effect is independent of both
translation and rotation.

Divergence deducts from the

frontogenetical effect; that is, it produces frontolys1s.
Convergence adds to the frontogenetical effect; produces
frontogenesis.

The bearing deformation has on the

frontogenet1cal effect depends on the values of the

( 15)

It is obvious that it there

deformation constants.

were no velooity of extension occurring in the atmospherio
wind field. there would be no frontogenetical effeot.
1J.1he surface in whioh the absolute magnitude of the
gradient of property is a maximum ooinoides with the
surface of frontogenesis.
11.

Frontogenet!cnl and Frontolytical Sectors.
The equations (10-1) and (10-2) show that the sign

of f is determined by the quantity within the brackets.
An investigation of the surface for which the frontogenetical

function is equal to zero yields a description of the
frontogenetical (1' greater than zero) and frontolytical

(I less than zero) sectors with relation to the gradient
of property_

For! equal to zero,

or .
(11.2)

(8+C).e·+ (A+C)-m'Z.+(A+6)-n1-_(A+e>+C)=-Q ~

These equations represent an elliptic cone with vertex
at the origin of the coordinate system.

From the sign

convention established in equation (6-3), two orientations
or the cone are possible.

If

ot

is positive, the y axie

(axis of contraction) will be the axie of the cone.

The

frontogenetical sector w111 be contained within the cone,
end the trontolytical sector will be all the space outside
the cone, as shown in figure 6.

If 0' i8 negative, the

x axi8 (axis of dilatation) w111 be the axis of the cone.
The frontolytical sector will be contained within the cone,
and the frontogenetical sector will be all
( 16)

~e

space

)(

y

F,GURE'.
(17) ,

outside the cone, as shown in figure 7.
At this point it is to be emphasized that the'cones
are symmetric with respect to the axes of dilatation or
contraction and not with respect to the axes of outflow
or inflow.

This holds from the previous developments

where it was shown that rotation separates the axes of
inflow and outflow from the axes of contraction and
dilatation, respectively, while rotation has no effect
on the orientation of the frontogenetical and frontolytical
sectors.
If divergence predominates over the deformation,
there wIll be no sectors, and no frontogenesis (all
frontolysls) wIll occur.

However. if convergence

(negative divergenoe) predominates over the deformation,
again, there wIll be no sectors, but frontogenesis wIll
oocur everywhere within the region being considered if
the region is linear and if the space rate of change of
the orientation of the gradient of property is negligible.
For each of the ohosen values of A,B,C there are
eight possible orientations of the gradient of property,
since l,m,n are each squared terms in the frontogenetiaal
function.
If deformation predominates over d1.vergenoe, or
convergence, the orientation of the gradient of property
determines whether or not frontogenesis will oocur.

If

the dlrect1.on of the gradient of property lies (a) within
the frontogenetical sector, (b) on the surface for which
(18)

y

FIGURE

7.

f is equal to zero, or (0) outside the frontogenetical

(within the frontolytical) sector, there will take place
(a) frontogenesis, (b) no change 1n the frontogenetical
effect, or (c) frontolysis, respectively.

These

considerations may be applied 1n any of the eight ootants
of the ooordinate system, since a portion of the sectors
is present in each octant, and the direotion of the
gradient of property may appear in any octant.
be

It is to

noted that these se.ctors, as defined, are interchanged

with those as given by Petterssen (5,6).

Hia sectors

are related'to the 1801ine8 of the conservative property,
while the sectors herein are related to the gradient of
the property.
If potential temperature is used as the conservative
property in the frontogenetioal funotion, the direotion
of its gradient is nearly vertical.

However, under

oonditions of marked subsidence or convection, the
direotion of the gradient would depart from the vertical.
This point is brought out in the chapter on atmospheric
wind systems.

IV.

12.

:FRONTOGT~It~SIS IN ATMOSPHlt:RIC

wnm

SYSTEUS.

Preliminary Discussion.
The domina.nt types of atmoapher1c wind systems

observed 1n the free atmosphere ara cols, cyclones,
anticyclones. troughs. and wedges.

In order that the

mathe:tQtical developments me.y apply to these systems,
one of the coordinate planes will be assumed nearly

horizontal. and then the coordinate axis nor.mal to this
plane will be nearly vertioal.
The original derivation of the equations of linear
fields of motion 1n seotion 1 required that the discussion
be limited to the immediate vicinity ot a point so that
the aecond order and higher terms of the Taylor expansion

would be neglig1ble In comparison with the linear terms.
In the discussion to tollo. it must be assumed that the
entire region under consideration is a linear velocity
~ield

wherein the velocIty components are linearly

dependent on the distanoe trom the point in question.
This point is usually the oenter ot the atmospherio system

under consideration.
In seotion ,. the poesible interpretations
divergence were disoussed mathematioally.

or

There are no

pressure fluctuations observed In the atmosphere that
represent pure mass divergence or convergence in stable
systems ot the size being considered.

The discussion

to follow 1s l1mdted to stable systems and therefore

(21)

will assume that divergence is negligible in comparison
to deformation and rotation in the shaping of the wind
systems observed.

By stable systems are meant those

systems that retain their identifying features for a
reasonable length of time.

For these assumptions, the

frontogenetical function can be simplified to
(12.-1)

since A+B.C equals zero.

Then, in atmospherio systems,

choose axes so that A is positive, B is negative, and
so that C is positive or negative (equation

(6-3».

The conservative property to be used in this paper
is potential temperature.

Since the equipotential

surfaces are nearly horizontal. the gradient of potential
temperature will be nearly vertical.

As one approaches

the center of an atmospheric system with marked convection
or subsidence, the gradient will depart from the vertical
by an amount depending primarily on the constant of

extension in the vertical.

At the very center. however,

the direction of the gradient must return to the nearly
vertical direction.

13.

Frontogenesis in the Vicinity ot Cols.
A col is a region of relative ca1m surrounded by

tour distinct systems; two diametrically opposite cyclonic,
low pressure, systemasnd two diametrically opposite
anticyclonic, high pressure, systems.

Petterssen (6)

distinguishes three types of aols: (a) without vorticity,

(22)

in which the relative sizes of the high and low systems
with respect to the col are the seme, (b) with anticyclonic Torticity in which the relative sizes ot the low
systems predominate over the relative sizes of the high
systems, and (c) with cyclonic vorticity in which the
relative sizes of the high systems predominate over the
relative sizes of the l.ow systems.
In a col the constants of extension predominate over
the constants of rotation.

The three-dimensional case

superimposes either ascending or descending motion on
the aocepted two-dimensional case as given bYPetterssen

(5,6) and Stewart (8).
For the %3' plane to be nearly horizontal

(13-1)
or

IA+B\»I£1
I e'l» I£.1

snd

IA+BI» IFI

1e'l » Ifl.

and

And for the rotation to be a minimum about the z axis
(13-2)

or

101 «18+cl
101« I All

end

(01« I A +C I

and

lol'-<IB'I

.

When these conditions are met. then two types of cols
are possible.

If

ot

is positive there is ascending motioD,

or convection, at the center, while if

ot

is negative

there is descending motion. or subsidence, at the center.
The aoove restrictions cause the equations for linear
fieldS of motion

to take the form

uo

+ A' x..
If=U;-B''j
Ll ':

(13-3)

(2-~)

W'::: Ufo ± ell:

,

if the smaller magnitude ter.ms are considered negligible.

This is a special case ot the general field.

Essentially,

these are the equations used to obtain the solutions ot
section 6 for a pure deformation field.

Slight amounts

ot rotation would cause the coordinate system to become

oblique, as shown In figure 4.
It must be recalled from section

1~

that the

frontogenetical sectors are determined only from the
constents of extension.

Sines, in the caee of a col.

the constants of extension, are large compared to those at
rotation. figure 1 superimposed on figure 6 represents
trontogenesis in a col with convection. and figure 2
superimposed on figure

7 represents frontogenesls in a

col with SUbsidence.
Figure 1 on 6 shows that the frontogenet1cal cone
is symmetrical with respect to the axis of contraction
and that the lrontogenetical sector 1s contained within
the cone.

It is to be recalled trom section 11 that the

cone is not affected by rotation even though the axis of
inflow does move away trom the axie of contraction. and
even though the plane ot outflow does move away tram the
plane of dilatation. when rotation is present.

Since the

direction of the gradient of property is nearly vertical
st the center. frontogeneeis would not take place in this
case with convection.

From the preliminary discussion

of the preceding seotion, in the area around the center
of the col the direction ot the gradient of property may
depart sufficiently from the vertical for it to lie within
(24)

the frontogenetica1 cone in which case frontogenesis
could occur 1n the direction of the axis of contraction.
Figure 2 on 7 shows that the frontogenetical cone
is symmetrical with respect to the axis of dilatation
and that the frontogeneti<1s1 sector is all the space
outside the cone.

Again. since the direotion of the

gradient of property is nearly\ vertical, frontogenesis
;

could take place quite read1ly'1n this case.

However,

around the center of the col the direction of the gradient
of property may depart sufficiently from the vertical so
that it would lie within the trontolytical sector.
14.

Frontogeneais in the Vicinity of Cyclones and
Anticyclones.
A cyclone, as used herein, refers to a northern

hemisphere extratropical cyclone about which the motion
is circular, or nearly circular, 1n a countercJ.ockwise
direction about a center of low pressure.

An

anticyo1one

refers to a northern hemisphere region of relatively high
pressure about which the motion is circular, or nearl.1
circular, in a clockwise direction.
A cyclone requires that the constants of extension
predominate OTer the constants of rotation in two of the
coordinate directions while the reverse must be true in
the third direction.

The normal cyclone has inflow in

the horizontal plane with attendant convection (or outflow)
in the vertioal direction.

The sign convention established

in section 6 requires that the yz plane be nearly
hor1zonta1

~nd

that the x axis be nearly vertical.

In the

notation being used, these conditions are

I All» I D I

(14-1)

&,

I All » \ [I

which causes the yz plane to be nearly horizontal, and
( 14-2)

~

I f I » I B'I

which causes the rotation about the x axis to be a
maximunl.

Further, for cyclonic (counterclockwise) rotation,

F must be negative.

The above restrictions cause the equations for linear
fields of motion (2-2) to take the form
. 0 ::. 00

(14- 3)

tJ ==

+ AI

X

p:- l.

(Jo -

ur= <.00 .}-

~

'j

if the smaller magnitude terms are considered negligible.
This is a special case of the general field.
Figure

5 f>uperimpoaed on figure 7 shows that the

frontogenetical cone is sYI):'I1r-etricalwith respect to the
axis of

dilat~tion

(also axis of outflow in this case)

and that the frontogenetical sector is all the space
outside the cone.

Since the direction of the gradient

of property is nearly vertical, frontogenesis would not
occur in this case.

It is observed in the free atmosphere

that as one approaches the center of a cyclone, frontal
discontinuities are difficult to locate.

Again. from

the preliminary disoussion of section 12, in the area
around the center of a cyclone the direction ot the
gradient of property may depart sufficiently from the
(26)

vertical ror it to lie within the frontogenetical sector,
1n which csse frontogenesie could occur.
An anticyclone requires that the constants of
extension and rotation have the same relative magnitudes

as they do for a cyclone.

1lowever, for an anticYylone
\

the direction of the rotation is reversed.

-.

Anornml

anticyclone has outflow in the horizontal plane with
attendant .inflow (or subsidence) in the vertical direotion.
The sign convention of seotion 6 requires that the xz
plane be nearly horizontal and that the y axis be nearly
vertical.
(14-4 )

These conditions are

I B/I» I (I

I B' I» I DI

r.h1ch causes the xz plane to be nearly horizontal, and
( 14-5)

J£

I » I A'l

I £ I » I c'l

&,

which causes the rotation about the y axis to be a
maximum.

Further, for anticyclonic rotation, E must be

negative.
The above restrictions cauae the equations for linear
fields of motion (2-2) to take the form

( 14-6)

cJ = 00 - fr:
1J:U"a-8'tj
tU == LUo + £ ><

,

if the smaller magnitUde terms are considered negligible.
This, too. is a special case of the general field.
The frontogenetical cone is symmetrical with respect
to the axie of contraction (also axis of inflow in this
(27)

case), and the frontogenetical sector is contained within
the cone.

Again, since the direction of the gradient

of property is nearly vertical. frontogenesis could occur
quite readily in this case.

From previous discussions

it can be seen that in the area around tbe center ot

an anticyolone frontolysis could take place.

15. Frontogenesis in the Vicinity of Troughs and Wedges.
A trough is an elongated area ot relatively low

pressure extending from the center of a cyclone, while
a wedge 1s an elongated area of relatively high pressure
extending from the center of an anticyclone.

The essential difference between troughs and wedges
and cyclones and anticyclones is that the region under
consideration is no longer the center of the system but
is snarea outside the influence of the center itself.
The frontogenetical cone has the same orientation
it had in the csse of the cyclone. since translation
has no effect on the £rontogenetical function.

As in

the cyclonic case, the direction of the gradient of
property with respect to the frontogenetical sector in
a trough would cause frontolysis to occur. assuming the
direction to be nearly vertical.

A wedge is analogous to an anticyclone and hence
is conducive to frontogenesis.
Until further investigation can be made into the
actual magnitudes of the direction cosines of the gradient

(28)

of property with respect to the linear velocity field
constants in troughs and wedges, the follOWing must be
inferred from the discussion of cyclones and anticyclones.
Since troughs and wedges are being considered as extended
areas outside the vicinity of the centers of cyclones
and anticyclones, respectively, it is quite possible
that the direction of the gradient of property is no
longer vertical

60

that frontogenesls can occur In a

trough and frontolyeis can occur In.a wedge.

For example,

figure 6 shows that front ogenesIs will occur more readily
in the direction of the y axis than the z axis due to
the elliptical shape of the conIcal sector.
Petterssen (6), pg. 258, gives an informative
description of the relationship between the movements
of systems and the movements of fronts.

In circular

or hyperbolic systems it 1s necessary for the system
to move with nearly the speed of the front for the front
to maintain itself.

Should the system be stationary, the

front would be subject to first frontogenesis, then
frontolysle, and then

~rontogenes1s

(29)

again, etc.

v.

CONCLUSIONS.

From the foregoing developments it can be seen that
this paper has no more than probed the surface of' the
topic of' Frontogenesis in a Three-Dimensional Linear
Velocity Field.

In the time available it has not been /

possible even to parallel all of the topics presented
by Petterseen

(5,6) for the two-dimensional case.

It

is the intention of the author to carry forward the
investigation commenced herein, not only from a purely
theoretical viewpoint, but aleo along practical lines
to See whether or not another useful forecasting tool
can be devised.

At its present stage of development this paper should
give the reader some idea of the processes that can occur,
or are likely to occur, in the formation, persistence, or
dissipation of fronts in the free

a~~o6phere.

Petterasen

(6) gives a complete description of the general frontogenetical regions of the world.
Further investigations should include: (a) research
toward finding a more conservative property than potential
temperature. (b) the percentage of the frontogenetlcal
sector as related to the total solid angle about the
origin of the coordinate system for different values of
the constants of extension, (c) the large changes1n!the
direction of the gradient of property in the vicinity

of unstable conveotive oells and the effect on frontogenesis,
(d) the effect of variations in the relative magnitudes
of A,B,C, (e) applications to actual synoptic situations.

(31)
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.Al?P.E1i.DIX I.

1.

Linear Vector Function of Position.
Let a fixed point in space have the coordinates

(0,~.0)

in a rectangular coordinate system (x.y,z).

And let the velocity at the fixed point be
(A 1-1)

where i,j,k are the unit vectors in the x,y,z directions
respectively.

Then the vector velocity,

I, in the vicinity

of the fixed point can be represented as a vector function
of position by an expansion of ! in a
(A 1-2)

T~lor

'!.='!.o+~.vv.+ ~;.g2Y+

series:

_

where v (del) has the standard mathematical. definition
and where the position vector, £, is

0- = ix + j ~ + Ki:.
In Cartesian coordinates, neglecting second order and
(A 1-3)

higher terms, ! can be written as

u '" U + x
o

(A 1-4)

If

=lio +

Ux + ~ LJ~ t-.e.U,l:

><. Lfx

+ 'j ([~ + i!. c.r~

w= Wo + X W'"K +

~ o.r~ +~ urI:

•

These equations define a linear velocity field where!
is a linear vector function of position.

This is termed

a field of homogeneous deformation.
2.

The Equations of Linear Fields of Motion.
Neglecting for the time being the translational

terms of equations (A 1-4), the remaining terms can be

(33)

written 1n tensor form.

Let the tensor that determines

the above velocity field be i, and let the conjugate
of

~

be

~c:.

Then

~=

{~
U,

u::!

w.]

U.z.

lJ'ii!.

We

u~

u. } _ {

~~=

(A 1-6)

t

OX

~

u'3

~

W'~

w:)

If'i:.

0. 21
::

-

ufr

{

Q"

~..

a. ,a. o.zz. a. 3

Z,

}

a.!>

a.7.~

a.~3

Q"
dz"

d ..
a.1.2.

a~}
a

0..,\

a. !l1.

2.~

it.!3

The equations (A 1-4) involving the components of

-V become
+ all X + a.,.. ~ + a.'3 r
If "" UQ + a..z l X + a.z... 'J + a. n';:
ur = US"Q + a. ~I X + a.$~ 'j + a. 3!l '2:
U -= cJ..

(A 1-7)

The tensor

~

•

oan be split into a symmetrical part

of 81& terms and an ant1symmetrical part of three terms.
The symmetr1cal part represents a velocity ot pure
extension aJ.ong the three principal axes, while the
antisymmetrical part represents a velocity of rotation.
The symmetrical part is Jf(i + ~c)t and the antisymmetr1cal
part is ~ (if- ~c) •
It can be shown that
(A '.8)
By

direct relationship of the above equations, it

1s readily verified that

**

The above developments of sections 1 and 2 are those
of Prandtl and Tietjens (7).
(34)

(A 1-H~)

,Choosing axes so that
(A 1-11)

then }t (i+~(J can be written as
o

(A 1-12)

:J .

.By definition. the axes eo ohoeen are the principal axes.

Finally, the equations (A 1-4) involving the components
of

!

become
lJ

(A 1-13)

= tl + (a.~ +Qn' +a.1;)X - ('lit- ... a.J~))( + Jt( a./2.-at,)'j + 1{(a.,.- a,,)c.Q

tr= lJQ

+ (0..'.. + a.:~ + a.~~ )':1 -(a.{. + a~')1j +

Jf. (a.I.,- Gt'I.)x+1£ (Qu-au)t

W"=~ + (a(. + a:z.+ a~.)~ - (q:. + a~)i; + 4(Q,,-a,s)X + ~(Q,'Z.- Qz.\)J •
\

For simplification. neW symbols are introduoed:
(35)

+ f~
if= ifo + (A ... 13+C)'j - (A"'C)Cj - D x - r:t:
u.1=Ufo + (A+e+C)~ - (A+ e)i: - £ x. - f"l.j
0= 0 .. +(A-t8+C)X - (8+C)X.j. D'j

(A 1-14)

where

B= u'j

D'" - UJa.
£ =+ w~

C = Wi:

f

A .. Ux

(A '1-15)

=-

t.0lC

ThE.' equations (A 1-14), involving only nine constants.
describe the motion of the most general. homogeneous
\

1lnea~

velocIty fIeld.

(36)

APFEIrnIX I I •

Solutions of Linear Differential Equations with
Constant Coefficients.
This section applies to the solutions of the
differential equations of streamlines when the general
.field of motion 1s considered invo1ving all of the\"
constants of equation (.Ii 1-14) except translation. \The
\

difterentia~

(A 2... 1)

equations are

\
\

___d..;. ;x_ _ : _ _...:::.d......'1
A)(+D~+£-l

5'j-DX+f~

d.:;...Z:=--_
C~-£x.-F'j

wh1ch are equal to

\
"

\'

(A 2-2)

where

)...jJ-,~

>.. dX+fL d:1 +,) d ~ \
( ).. A - f'- D- -V f) x + (X 0 + jJ. B- ,) f) Ij + (~ f +}-l F + -v<;)?:

are constant multipliers.

The expression (A 2...2) will be an exact differential

it the numerator is a constant multiple of the differential
of the denominator; that is
AA - jJ-

(A 2- 3)

fA
AD+,P- B--JP=FJAD- -V f"=

Af.~'p-F+~c

\

=r-J

These homogeneous linear equations in the multipliers
A,~,~

may be solved onlyi! the following determinant

vanishes:

(A 2-4)

A-r

-D

-£

o

8 -p

-F

t:

F

c-p

(37)

=

0

This determinant represents a cubic equation that can be
written as
(A 2-,)

For each of the roots

fl' fz'

Fs of thia cubic, the three

equations for the multipliers may be solved.

Let the

resulting denominators of the differential expression
(A 2... 2) be 1l"ndil3 to give

(A 2-6)

Then the solutions are
(A 2-1)
-

The developments of this Bectlon to this point are
by J'ord (3).
A direct solution of the cubic in terms ot the
letter oonstants is a very laborious algebraic process.
For an idea of the possible streamline families, en
"''''

indirect solution is much easier by assigning arbitrary
values to the constants that describe the various types
of wind fields in the atmosphere.

A nomograph by Lipka

(4), Alignment Chart for Solution of

~uadratic

and Cubio

Equations, can be used for the solutions of the cubic
where real roots are involved.
It is found that the solutions of the cubic may
involve all real roots.

The family ot streamlines can

be found quite readily.

The other possibility 1s that

.",'-

the solution of the cubic involves one real root and two

complex conjugate roots.

In

this case the prooedure as

outlined below must be fcllowed.
Let p. be the real root, and let
f2. = a.+lrL

r-;"

a. - lri

where 1 in this section refers to the square
minus one.

roo~

of

Then
..n1=ll.l(X,';j,~)

Real terms

only •

.fi:r.= [(c+di}X +(e+f t)~ + (~+

hL)~]
JI.., :: [(c- dt)x +(e-f i) ~ ... ('] - h l)i:)

where c ,d,e ,f ,g,h are algebraically complicated f\mctiona

of a and b.
The solutions of the differential equations will be

ot the form
(A 2-8)

It can be shown that the third factor of these equations
gives the same family of streamlines when used with the

first factor as does the second factor, and hence it
will not be considered further.
Taking logarithms of' both sides of equation
(A 2-9)

But
Therefore,

(39)

fA 2-8),

~ £l'L.!l., .. 1.'71. K,4+Yz. ll\[<cl(+e':'+t3=t+ (dJ<:+ f'j + h:.tJ
... ~ a.lt.c

fo. 7\, dx +f'J ... h=c
ClC+ e ~+ ~ '!:

Separating real and imaginary terms gives

1; in.fl, = .£'11. J("
(A 2-11)

~ 1. 11 ::: a..~c
II

"1\

,

+

faY\.

}f

1"1\ [( ex+

e'j+')i:t+ ( dx +f':j+ h~rJ

dx++'.1 + hi:

ex+ e'j+ 9~

A simultaneous solution ot these last equations gives
the ta.."Il11y of streamlines when complex quantities
involved.

a.~e

,..APPENDIX III.

Frontogenes1B 1n Linear Fields of Motion.
This section i8 intended to furnish the intermediate
steps between equations (9-2) and (10-2).
18
(A 3-1)

f = - v S • ('\I s· '\I)

0

17

Equation (9-2)

SI

where vB 18 the gradient of anyconservatlve property.
It can be written as
(A

3-2)

where l,m,n are the direction cosines of the vector
representing the direction of the gradient of the property.
The equations for linear fields of motion (2-2) can
be rewritten as tollows:
(A 3-3)

Y. = (uo + A )( + D 'j + £r ) i. ...
-I-

e 'j -

(If"o -I-

(ufo+ C'l;-f)(-P~)I(

0 ~ -I- f

-t) j

•

SUbstituting this equation into equation (A 3-1). the
tollowing steps take plaoe;

( v S• VI) Y = I v S I [ (1. 0)( + m 0'1 + h

(1.

U~) i.

+ 'l'\'\ if',) -I- Y\ Vi) j
-I- UW"x +"YYl uf'j + Y) u.r~)
+

f

=-

I v sI[

ct

U"'I<

KJ

lJ)( + .l WI lJ ~ + in

+ (f.WI UX+ m -z. lf~

.J.

lJ~ )

m"r\ c.r~ )

-I-Ce.l'\WlC+m""W"~+ Yl~u.r~)]

.

Replacing the partial derivatives by their letter constants

of equations (A 1-15), the above can be rewritten as

f= -lvSI [<..toA +R.m 0 +1)\ E)
(A 3-4)

+(-lmD+ "","B+'M.l1.P)

+(-1:n.£'- Yn"l\ F+ n2.C)]

or,
(A

3-,1

\

or,
(A 3-6)
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